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Abstract. This article presents the contribution of our research to the
description of the built elements in the site where information is shared
by partners who are distant from one another and focused on fields of
expertise that are distinct but concurrent. Our work aims to provide an
information system that promotes cooperation between the buildings
actors, by sharing a unique data model among the partners involved in
the building construction process. It takes into account the technical
data needed in the different phases of the supply chain management
cycle in the construction field. To answer a cooperative context, our
work is based on the fundamental assumption that it is possible to
structure a building description following the economist’s view point.
During the implementation phase, the different activities on a building
site can be described as a model that integrates all the related tasks and
includes all the work practices and requirements shared among the
partners of the architectural project.
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1. Introduction
Usually, the building production suggests realizing a building that
answers the constraints of programming expressed beforehand in contract
conditions. The project developed by the architect and his partners of the
engineering and the constructing generates a lot of documents in all the
stages of the building life cycle: conception, studies, engineering,
realization, functioning and maintenance (Ameziane, 1998).
Today, the construction project partners are prosecutors of systems that
make it possible to produce a dynamic description of a building according to
its evolution at the time. The following figure illustrates all the actors
involved who are working towards the same goal: the completion of the
construction project. Every one helps the others by sharing the graphical and
textual data he produces (Hamani D., Ameziane F., 2003).
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Figure 1. Actors who are involved in the building production (Hamani D.)

Thanks to the new technologies, which enable a better information
exchange between all of the partners involved, productivity in the building
production activity can be improved. Starting from practical observation, the
goal of our research program is to share and extract data from the building
description and to keep a track of all the information exchanges and updates
along the building's life cycle. To attend these objectives, it is necessary to
build an agile information system framework that would be able to support
this data processing. Moreover, it means that there must be a normative
approach to the description of the building elements in order to simplify the
access to and the re-use of technical solutions.
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2. Data exchange in the building production
The building production is a non-linear complex activity. It is sequenced
by distinct stages in which many actors enrich the project description with
their own vocabulary and competences (Deshayes L., Dartigues C., and al.,
2003). This team is linked by a common goal of realization achievement
(Figure 2. & 3). Every member of the team helps the others in sharing
graphical and textual data that he produces. These communication Medias
are the most efficient way to manage a good information circulation.

Figure 2&3. The "Stade de France", Paris,1998, Architects: Michel Macary, Aymeric
Zubléna and Michel Regembal (www.sgti.fr)

Many research programs focus on building information management
through its life cycle. The goal is to answer most of the actors in this process
who want to go towards a concurrent engineering and more generally
towards a cooperative work during the production processes. We will also
talk about reengineering and knowledge capitalization which were first used
in industrial areas. The problem of the data exchange in the heterogeneous
CAD systems is that it produces undersized or failed file exchange formats:
DXF, IGES, CALS, STEP and more recently Industry Foundation Classes
(IFC) from the last research program, IAI (International Alliance for
Interoperability) (Poyet P., 2002).
It has to be the most spectacular one, because it links total CAD system
firms, many users and institutional partners. We find out two tendencies in
the building description that remains from the French projects such as
(SUC, GSD, SIGMA, etc.) and the international projects as (COMBINE,
RATAS, IAI, etc.) that make an analogy between architectural field and
industrial field remain way to describe a building:
• Research programs focused on the building construction works and,
• Research programs focused on the process descriptions that lead the
construction of the building.
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3. The Information systems for construction work choices
The information systems improve the collaborative work and ensure the
project information continuity the entire project's life cycle. These tools
allow us to produce a dynamical building description according to its
evolution in time, and to manage a growing number of information and
actors who happen not to be in the same place, especially in great projects.
These new technologies were used in the building construction field to
develop and manage architectural projects (see Figure 4). They are referred
to Technical data Management Systems (TDMS) and Computer-Aided
Project Management (CAPM) tools.
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Figure 4. The relation between online project management tools (Hamani D.)

The TDMS is an electronic system, which allows the management and
the information control, concerning objects during their life cycle through
the applications and the actors (Tollenaere M., 1998). The principle function
of these tools is to lean on an object or relational data base, as support of the
technical information system. The access to this information is controlled by
the DBMS (Data Base Management Systems). The support on a data base
allows assuring a level of static data coherence in term of version. The
CAPM tools (Constructeo, Briscnet, Prosys, etc.) improve the collaborative
work and ensure the project information continuity during the entire
project's life cycle. Each actor is given the opportunity to carry out its
mission with efficiency. These tools allow:
• Managing the Engineering and designing office's production,
• Updating the documents and approval of each new version,
• Controlling the financial information during the maintenance phase.
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With the introduction of these technologies, the exchange of information
improves between the different partners who improve the productivity of the
building activities. Using a central server each partner (control offices,
building owner, etc.), can exchange the documents that are specific to his
mission with other partners (Schereiber G and al., 2000,).
4. The "Communication and CAD Tools" research project
In the continuity of the research project, developed at the GAMSAU8
research center, the "Communication and CAD tools" project is focused on
the evolution of the building description along its life cycle (Ameziane F.,
1998) (Lasserre S., 2004). This project structured information into a
conceptual schema of data matching the knowledge fields of architectural
design. This schema allows the designer to build a coherent group of entities
in a Data Base Management System, from which a collaborative work can
be set up. During this activity, each partner can get the building
representation (aggregate data views) he needs to complete his report.
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text documents, etc.
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Building information
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Figure 5. Overview of the project’s objectives – Graphics and non-graphics building
description (Hamani D.)

8

GAMSAU: Research Group Applying Scientific Methods to Architecture and Urbanism.
www.gamsau.archi.fr
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This project was based upon by the following assumptions:
• The building construction knowledge is distributed, but it can be
accessed through a network.
• The building can be described by a set of construction works and the
spaces it contains.
• The information level is growing step by step, and every partner can
access it.
• We assume that a 3D CAD model was elaborated before the
engineering stage.
To answer these assumptions, the project produced a conceptual data
diagram which describes the building through the construction works it is
composed of (Wall, Openings, Slabs, etc.). It consists of a generic class
"BuildingEntity" and a set of branches that represents a specific domain of
the building construction process. Each branch then consists of a hierarchic
set of sub-classes (figure 6).

Figure 6. Information organization - View of the classes diagram using the UML formalism
(Hamani D.)

With that prospect in mind, we are implementing this conceptual schema
into a database. For every building construction project, a new database
instance is created. Successive 3D representations of construction works can
be stored, as well as the linked documents that complement their
description. The data can be accessed from a solid and parametric CAD
system (Allplan by Nemetschek A.G. and Architectural Desktop by
Autodesk Inc.) or a web browser.
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5. Information system for cooperative work in the building production
Our work originates from the results of previous projects we have dealt
with, that are part of the "product/process model" research programs. It aims
at providing an infrastructure that brings together, and promotes cooperation between the actors. This information system is initiated during the
engineering stage, allows enhancement of the data through the execution
stage, and will support the owner when the building needs maintenance. It
focuses on the description of the ″Construction_Work″ built on the building
site, taking into account the technical data needed in the different phases of
the supply chain management cycle in the building construction field. The
objective is to devise a conceptual data model for the works (walls,
partitions, floors, etc.) and to control the validity of information in real time.
The main goal of our work is to complement the central database initiated in
the "Communication and CAD tools" program.
Thanks to the Internet, our system links distributed databases and allows
building partners to access and manipulate specific information from a
distance. Our system provides an updated building representation that is
being enriched and refined all along the building production process.
Furthermore, once the building has been built, its owner may legally request
all the information compiled through the stages. So, through the operating
stage of the building (the longest one), searching information is harder when
we have to maintain or to find responsibilities for specific problems. Our
project aims at finding an answer to this problem by sharing a unique data
model among the partners involved in the building construction processes.
Our work is based upon by the following hypotheses:
• The building description by tasks. It is also necessary to define the
types of activities related to each technical solution offered.
• The building description may grow step by step and every partner can
access it.
• The building construction is a collaborative activity involving several
fields of expertise as well as methods and tools shared among its
actors.
• The building can be described by a series of construction works and the
spaces it contains.
During the implementation phase, the different activities on a building
site can be described in a model that integrates all the related tasks and
includes all the work practices and requirements shared among the partners
of the architectural project. We are answering the problem of information
continuity and fragmentation by sharing a unique data model amongst all
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parties involved in the building construction processes. Our aim is to
provide support for the exchange and sharing of data in CAD applications.
5.1. PROFESSIONAL APPROACHES
Because not only is the data becoming richer and more complex, but also
the frequency of exchanges is growing exponentially, each actor wants an
aggregate view of the information to argue a suggestion out. In France, with
the statutory files related to construction specifications ("Cahier des Clauses
Techniques Particulières", "Dossier des Ouvrages Exécutés", etc.) a set of
representations of the building is provided to each partner. The contents of
these documents depend on the actor’s needs. We intend to build such efolders by filtering the entire pieces of information.
By anticipating the product descriptions we can now access through the
Internet. The aim is to demonstrate that a construction work's specification
may be extracted from an exhaustive set of information when the content
depends on professional needs. This issue is very important in responding to
a multiple-expertise context. Since for us a building can be seen as a
dynamic complex assembly of entities, we can filter it according to each
actor expectations. Then our goal is to provide specific views that depend on
building life cycle and the actor's activities (what has been realized, what is
needed to be approved, effective work of a worker, etc.).
To answer a cooperative context, we chose the UML language (Booch,
G., Rumbaugh J., and Jacobson L., 1998.). It is a method that enables the
structuring of a project, which leads to a conceptual data model. Thanks to
this model, the information can be represented in an understandable way and
the information system can be described statically using the object tables
and associations. In this model objects can be divided, with no need for any
other modeling or programming language. It has been created so as to
support object concepts analysis.
We use Rational Pink from Rational Software. This software works on
all platforms, and enables "object tables" to be modeled in conjunction with
object tables from our Oracle database. The relational Oracle databases
possess advanced backup and consistency checks systems. They are based
on a simple principle: there must be only one concept (relation or table) to
describe the data and the links between these data, which are rigorously
defined by the overall concept, and use the SQL language as standard
description and data handling language.
5.2. CONCEPTUAL MODEL FOR BUILDING PRODUCTION PROCESS
To answer the hypotheses, we produced a conceptual data diagram that
describes the "Building-Entity". Our model will be produced from the
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results, from the "Communication and CAD tools" program currently
carried out in our laboratory, which enables a description of the building
work by each entity involved in its construction (spaces, construction works,
product, tasks, human resource, etc.) (Hamani D., Ameziane F. and
Florenzano M., 2003) .
According to Figure 7, our model is structured in eleven packages, which
gather the object classes defined in topics under a generic class "Root" or
"Building-Entity", and a set of branches that represents a specific domain of
the building construction process.
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Figure 7. Composition of the information in our information system (Hamani D.)

The classes representing "physically" the building are "Spaces",
"Construction_Works" and the "Products". The activities related to these
components are gathered in "Task_Resource classes", and are carried out by
actors who are specified in "Human_Resource classes". In our work, we are
interested "Construction_Works", where one will define all object classes
which will be developed. We will model only the classes relating to the
description of the Building elements built on the construction site. The next
figure shows one part of the "Construction_Works" classes.
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Figure 8. A more detailed Construction_Works description (Hamani D.)

A generic class of "Building-Entity" organizes all the objects that are
part of the construction of a building in a hierarchic set of sub-classes. Each
of them is composed of attributes (product specifications) and methods
(knowledge relative to a specific product). Each branch then consists of a
hierarchic set of sub-classes.
The "Construction_Works" class is linked to "Dfile" class that keeps
successive versions of entity geometry and text descriptions, updated by one
actor. Then, it is linked to classes that represent "Task" and "State" of this
construction work (from conception, realization, approval and
maintenance.).
We are implementing this conceptual schema into an Oracle 9i objectrelational database. For every building construction project, a new database
instance is created. Successive 3D representations of construction works can
be stored, as well as the linked documents that complement their
description. The data can be accessed from a solid and parametric CAD
system or a web browser.
5.3. PROFESSIONAL PROFILES
The architect being the actual database owner is responsible for
coordinating the inputs from all the actors and updating the database, in
order to provide the users with the latest and most accurate view of the
building. The construction works description mechanisms are based on
existing databases and the various professional profiles associated with it.
Furthermore, these pieces of information are sometimes confidential for
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some teams; our professional approach is mainly focused on the possibility
of making them more understandable.
PROFILE_PRIVILEGE
METHOD_VISIBILITY = R, X, RWX
ATTRIBUTE_VISIBILITY = R, X, RWX
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Figure 9. Profile model (Hamani D.)

In that way, we are sure to improve the quality and efficiency of the
actor’s report, with the help of refined research. We have worked on
electronic representation of the files created during the design and
engineering stages. It comes with personal information associated with a
professional profile (figure 9). Each actor is able to customize his default
profile, from the rights given by an upper manager. He can select the data he
wants to screen on the next queries, as well as construction works graphic
representations.
We also propose to put the emphasis on an actor's dynamic profile. It
may evolve during the building processes, because his given role may
change. Consequently, we take into account this feature and let someone
above in the hierarchy of roles update the access strategies.
5.4. TECHNOLOGY AND TOOLS
To reply to a cooperative context, we have based this sub-system on a
web environment that allows managing good concurrent access. Oracle 9i
Application Server has been chosen for object technology support and
database administration facilities. We are using the CAD systems for the
building and the Java Server Pages (JSP). The next figure shows the
architecture of our information system.
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Figure 10. The information system architecture – 3-tier System architecture (Hamani D.)

The data bases are questionable by actors using CAD interfaces which
allow them to access the graphical and textual representation maintained in
the data bases management system. The partners also need to be able to
make specific queries into the building database and to get a personal and
updated representation of the building. We have been using DWF (Drawing
Web Format) from AutoDesk Inc. in order to publish vector drawings, and
VRML (Virtual Reality Modelling Language) for 3D representations and
support alternative query interface. From it, as well as from a tree
representation, we can retrieve extra text descriptions of the building
entities. At this stage, we suggest the development of an open request
system for a set of experts whose research sequences are based on different
viewpoints. We are focused on an actor’s experiences during the
engineering stage because this project step provides most graphical and
textual media, exchanges and communications between partners.
The structure of our query system may be seen as an incremental
information research. It is sequenced by the following steps:
• Query database identification and information filtering mechanisms.
• Partner login.
• Selection of a space and construction work associated to this space.
5.5. EXPERIMENTATION
In the building communication process, graphic drawings are the most used
media because they are the only ones that partners of a construction project
have in common. We want to increase interactivity by using them as
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interfaces to point directly out spaces or construction works. Each space
comes as a dynamic 3D file that depends on the selected graphical entities.
With this prospect in mind, we represent the set of objects manipulated
in the description, in a computerized environment by coupling any ODBC
data source with a solid and parametric CAD system (ADT by Autodesk
Inc.) and the Internet. The following figure shows the system status at the
end of a query.

Figure 11. Graphic and Text interfaces that complements each others (Hamani D.)

Once the end user (the architect) has logged in, he gets his personal profile
with an interactive 3D space representation. He may use it to select a
specific construction work for which he gets a detailed description with all
the corresponding attributes on a separate frame.
This environment allows the users to maintain the building description
through its data diagram which needs to be frequently updated because no
real normative project has been elaborated yet.
A database is attached to each architectural project in order to
complement its morphologic description with the textual data that
characterizes a construction work.
The following figure shows a list of construction works: the selected
space is composed of walls (Outside), as well as the attributes of a particular
one (Wall).
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Figure 12. Description of the building elements (Hamani D.)

In this case structure entities are the only ones to be shown by default,
according to the selected profile. We can see a list of construction works,
the selected space is composed of attributes of a particular one and a 3D
space representation.
Since we are storing design changes (design history) and managing
building activities tasks, we provide enhanced 3D views ("static views") of
the building's life cycle. To do so, we set 3D rendering method according to
building entities status.

Figure 13. Different rendering methods that stress on building entity status (Hamani D.)
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Figure 13 stress on these approaches:
• An electronic representation of an actor's assignment (the different
tasks required are organized into a "To do" list and shown with a
different color in the 3D model)
• A representation of building process progress (construction works that
are realized are rendered with wire frame method)
• A representation of actor's activity (objects that are being accessed by
an other actor are locked and the color is turn to red)
• A representation of added value by an actor (graphic design or attribute
values may have changed between two versions of an entity. If set, the
system can show theses differences by setting new colors, both in text
mode and 3D window).
6. Conclusion
Most of the recent building information management tools are dedicated
to the production and update of technical documents (Constructeo Projecteo,
OTH derbi, etc.), our system is based on a building construction knowledge
approach. It aims to ensure data circulation between distant partners, to be
able to share a common description diagram in a DBMS environment, to
manipulate heterogeneous documents (texts, drawings, multimedia files,
etc.) in an efficient manner, to ensure professional approaches on a specific
industrial product and to help the users by developing decision support
systems.
Our next objective is now to extend this system to the realization stages
and operating phases, also integrating the building processes models. In
addition, we are working on a data repository for electronic building
documentation. This kind of data warehouse could fill a gap between spread
information among the network and their accessibility. We are now trying to
adapt an interface for PDA and mobile computers. Because the building site
is supporting a wide range of activities, it is necessary to send reports to
partner’s office and synchronize data with other systems.
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